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Release Description

6.250 Report Properties add HideFooter field had bad spelling of Report Properties, so field did not add.

6.250 Release

6.240 Batches - when posting a batch an error occurs while posting, the batch is marked with a posting error.   When this 
batch is then selected for edit and posting again messages are displayed on the screen to let you know that there was 

6.240 Billing/PO - put in log for Vendor Number change

6.240 Batch 1099 errors - made a common error routine for both WriteBatchError.

6.240 Report Writer - in modify report, Format screen  now has a Hide Grand Total option.

6.240 Batches - changed the lookup for Vendor Recur items to do a sum of the records, so that if any are true the auto will 
work for Payments, Receipts or Allocate.  Before if one of the items was set to false it would not work.

6.240 Fixed Assets - allows a  distribution percent 0 to 100 % only.

6.240 External Batches - List of Posted Batches  - a new selection in external batches.   List all batches with the most 
current first.  Double click on the Batch Name to print a batch.  For UB the Batch Link can be used to print a 

6.240 Batches - dropdown for the Vendor/Customer is set in the form load each time an edit batch is done.  Before this was 
a row source in the form.

6.240 Setup - Reports tab - set to default now works.   Had a comma missing after HiLite

6.240 Billing - printing of the Invoice/History now prints correctly.  Was giving no data.  A filter had been set on report.

6.240 Report Writer -*Gl YTD to Last Yr report the Bal Type when selected would only print the first letter.   Totals were also 
reversed.   In Setup Options - Reports the default for this report has been changed to Fund, Bal Type.  It was using 

6.240 Report Writer - *Accounts category - added Act Type Name - used when grouping by PL or Act Type to print the 
name.  Added Account and Account Descr only had Act Code before.

6.240 PO/Billing - when looking at history, no longer get error "Save Record is not available." when PRINT is selected.

6.240 Glance - added glance support #3.

6.240 External Batches - when more then one batch is selected for Creating batch, program now asks Are You Sure.
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6.240 Report Write - New report *Budget Rev-Exp to Last Yr© in Category *Exp/Rev Accounts - report list budget for last 
year with actual and new year with comments for each account.

6.240 Batches - on the batch control screen swapped the Deposit Button and the Post button.   The Post button should be 
the Last button since it completes the batch.

6.240 Test Release

6.240 Batches - posted - Batch Transactions added Invoice Date to display.

6.240 Chart of Accounts - set tabs on all amounts.  No longer skips fields.


